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VISIONS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP POLICY 

Structured Abstract 

Purpose. We present and compare alternative theoretical frameworks for understanding 
entrepreneurship policy: targeted interventions to increase venture creation and/or performance. 
We contrast the Standard view of the state as a coherent entity willing and able to rectify market 
failures with an Individualistic view that treats policymakers as self-interested individuals with 
limited knowledge. 

Design/methodology/approach. We draw on the perspective of “politics as exchange” to provide 
a taxonomy of assumptions about knowledge and incentives of both entrepreneurship 
policymakers and market participants. We position extant literature in relation to our taxonomy, 
and we assess the implications of alternative assumptions. 

Findings. The rationale for entrepreneurship policy intervention is strong under the Standard view 
but becomes considerably more tenuous in the Individualistic view. We raise several conceptual 
challenges to the Standard view, highlighting inconsistencies between this view and the 
fundamental elements of the entrepreneurial market process such as uncertainty, dispersed 
knowledge, and self-interest.  

Research limitations/implications. Entrepreneurship policy research is often applied; hence, the 
theoretical rationale for intervention can be overlooked. We make the implicit assumptions of these 
rationales explicit, showing how the adoption of more “realistic” assumptions offers a robust 
toolkit to evaluate entrepreneurship policy. 

Practical implications. While we agree with entrepreneurship policy interventionists that an 
“entrepreneurial society” is conducive to economic development, our framework suggests that 
targeted efforts to promote entrepreneurship may be inconsistent with that goal. 

Originality/value. The Individualistic view draws on the rich traditions of public choice and the 
entrepreneurial market process to highlight the intended and unintended consequences of 
entrepreneurship policy. 

 

Keywords: entrepreneurship; market failure; market process; robust political economy; public 
policy; public choice 
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Introduction 

Targeted public policies to promote entrepreneurship are widespread. National and regional 

governments all over the world have introduced public venture capital programs, subsidies, and 

other interventions aimed at fostering new venture creation and performance. U.S. policymakers 

alone have devoted billions of dollars to targeted entrepreneurship policies over the past half-

century, from the Small Business Innovation Research Program to the Bayh-Dole Act to the more 

recent State Small Business Credit Initiative. 

 Unfortunately, the empirical results of entrepreneurship policy have been equivocal 

(Lerner 2009). Evaluations of public venture capital programs have been mixed (Brander, Du, and 

Hellmann 2015; Cumming and MacIntosh 2006), and policies aimed at small business creation 

often subsidize low-growth firms that add little to employment and economic development (Shane 

2009). As Lerner notes, “[F]or every successful public intervention spurring entrepreneurial 

activity, there are many failed efforts, wasting untold billions in taxpayer dollars” (Lerner 2010, 

255). 

This underwhelming track record has inspired continued scholarly debate on the merits of 

entrepreneurship policy (Acs et al. 2016). Meanwhile, governments march on with the latest 

iteration of interventions, and researchers continue down the road of policy evaluation. In the midst 

of this empirical advance, surprisingly little attention has been drawn to the theoretical 

assumptions underlying these policies. It would appear that the foundations of an entrepreneurship 

policy rationale—failures in the market for entrepreneurship and governments willing and able to 

correct them—are largely taken for granted. 

The purpose of this paper is to make explicit the implicit theoretical assumptions that 

underlie modern entrepreneurship policy. Specifically, we provide a taxonomy of assumptions 
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about knowledge and incentives of both entrepreneurship policymakers and market participants. 

We present the “Standard view” of a government entity charged with designing and implementing 

entrepreneurship policy and contrast it with a proposed alternative, the “Individualistic view,” in 

light of this taxonomy. The Standard view, following the Pigouvian “public interest” tradition, 

treats the government as a single, benevolent entity that aggregates the necessary knowledge of 

market participants to optimally correct an undersupply of entrepreneurship. The Individualistic 

view, following the tradition of public choice in treating “politics as exchange,” views 

policymakers as self-interested individuals responding to institutional incentives with specialized 

but limited knowledge. We show how extant literature can be positioned in relation to our 

taxonomy and these perspectives. In so doing, we raise several conceptual challenges to the 

Standard view, highlighting inconsistencies between this view and the fundamental elements of 

the entrepreneurial market process such as uncertainty, dispersed knowledge, and self-interest.  

Entrepreneurship policy research is often applied; hence, the theoretical foundations of 

intervention can be overlooked. We unearth the “buried presuppositions about political theory” 

(Wagner 2017, 42) that underlie the economic rationale for modern entrepreneurship policy. In so 

doing, we critically assess these assumptions, and we offer a framework by which researchers 

might make sense of the dubious empirical results of entrepreneurship policies: the rationale for 

intervention is strong under the Standard view but becomes considerably more tenuous in the 

Individualistic view. The adoption of more “realistic” assumptions offers a robust toolkit to 

identify the intended and unintended consequences of entrepreneurship policy. Thus, we shift the 

terms of the debate over entrepreneurship policy from the performance of particular programs to 

the conceptual foundations that motivate such programs—urging scholars to not take the standard 

rationales for granted. 
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 In the next section, we review the market failure arguments commonly applied to 

entrepreneurship in the literature. We then discuss the theoretical tradition at the foundation of our 

analysis, including insights from public choice and the entrepreneurial market process. We 

introduce our taxonomy of knowledge and incentives, using this to contrast alternative theoretical 

frameworks for understanding entrepreneurship policy, and we discuss the implications of risk and 

uncertainty in the alternative frameworks. Next, we discuss several empirical cases consistent with 

the Individualistic view. We then briefly explore the ability of entrepreneurs to address the 

aforementioned market failures. We conclude with implications. 

 

Failures in the Market for Entrepreneurship 

Given the right institutional environmental, entrepreneurship is the fundamental force driving 

economic performance (Baumol 1990; Boettke and Coyne 2003). Motivated by the lure of pure 

economic profits, entrepreneurs rearrange economic resources to what they perceive to be more 

valuable and more productive uses. In so doing, they generate a process of continuous reshuffling 

of assets (including physical and human capital) that gives rise to a dynamic, creative, and growing 

economy. When institutions direct entrepreneurial energies towards “productive” activities, 

economics predicts that all major indicators, from economic growth to the rate of employment, 

should increase (Baumol 1990). In the short run, robust entrepreneurial societies will be 

characterized by low unemployment rates, as more business are created to take advantage of the 

potential opportunities for profit. In the long run, the same societies will generally have a more 

developed economy, with more (and more complex combinations of) physical capital and a higher 

level of investment in human capital. Its population will be overall richer than otherwise. 
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Due to the importance of the entrepreneurial market process, much work has been done to 

identify the specific conditions under which entrepreneurial activity will produce the desired 

outcomes, and what public authorities can do to enhance the entrepreneurial potential of their 

societies. This work argues that productive entrepreneurship is prone to many of the “market 

failures” identified by welfare economics. 

Most of these entrepreneurial market failure theories center on informational asymmetries 

and positive externalities. Informational asymmetries occur when the parties to an exchange 

situation possess different pieces of relevant information, which can result in adverse selection. 

This can negatively affect the ability of entrepreneurs to take advantage of profit opportunities and 

generate new wealth. Consider the case of the market for credit. An entrepreneur, after having 

perceived the opportunity for profit, perhaps by devising an innovative use for an existing 

technology, will need access to credit to jump-start her business enterprise. On the supply side of 

the credit market, the financial institution will have to evaluate the probability that the proposed 

business venture will be successful. Unfortunately, this process is complicated by the fact that, by 

the very nature of entrepreneurial action, financial institutions will not be able to fully assess the 

viability of the project. Hence, this asymmetry will lead to credit rationing and some ex-post 

productive entrepreneurial investments being deprived of the necessary capital to start operations 

(Stiglitz and Weiss 1981). 

The second category of “entrepreneurial failure” is comprised of externalities. More 

specifically, productive entrepreneurial actions are said to generate large positive externalities. 

While driven by the prospect of earning profit, the entrepreneur cannot capture the full benefits 

generated by her innovation. Because of this, there will be too little entrepreneurship relative to 

the perfectly competitive benchmark in which all gains are exhausted. 
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Positive entrepreneurial externalities arise through three main channels. The first channel 

is that of “knowledge externalities.” In the process of exploring new business opportunities, 

developing new products, and conducting scientific research, entrepreneurs generate knowledge 

that, once produced, can also inform the behavior of other market participants. For example, 

Klepper argues for the importance of entrepreneurial “knowledge externalities” in the auto 

industry in Detroit and the IT industry in Silicon Valley (Klepper 2010). Cases like these illustrate 

how such knowledge exists along a spectrum, from standard R&D to more general and abstract 

scientific research. By its very nature, this knowledge exhibits public good-like features, leading 

to the conventional analysis that a sub-optimal quantity will be produced by private actors—a 

popular argument used to justify public financing of R&D. 

The second channel consists of network externalities. Entrepreneurs benefit from the sheer 

fact that other entrepreneurs and other businesses operate in the same vicinity. The more 

entrepreneurial a society is, the more dynamic it is, and this in turn yields additional opportunities 

for entrepreneurs to innovate. Consider the following example. Entrepreneur A introduces 

technology “X” because she believes it will be profitable. Once “X” has been widely adopted, 

entrepreneur B recognizes that some other technology, “Y,” can increase consumers’ satisfaction 

when used in combination with “X.” A historical example is the introduction of the smartphone, 

which generated a dynamic market for Bluetooth headphones. It is unlikely that, without the 

introduction of the former, the latter would have been invented or attained the same degree of 

success with consumers (Holcombe 1998). 

The third and final channel is that of “learning externalities.” The decentralized trial and 

error resulting from the entrepreneurial action is informative to other market actors, even when it 

fails. For example, entrepreneurial loss can signal to other agents in the economy that a certain 
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production process or organizational form is not economical. Entrepreneurs learn from the 

mistakes of others, resulting in an adaptive process that more effectively conforms to the 

underlying economic circumstances and potential for profit opportunities. Once again, the logic of 

positive externalities predicts that too little of this trial and error, too little “learning” will be 

produced. 

As for any kind of externalities, entrepreneurial ones would be inconsequential if agents 

(in this case, entrepreneurs) could easily make side-payments, thus fully compensating one another 

for their externality-producing activities. But in a world of costly information and transacting, the 

market will “fail” to the deliver the “socially optimal” level of entrepreneurial activity.1 

Entrepreneurship policy scholars appear to have reached a general consensus that “these 

sources of market failure [are] a pervasive phenomenon,” thus rationalizing the case for 

government intervention “in areas such as venture capital markets, knowledge commercialization, 

R&D and skill-upgrading efforts, and clustering” (Audretsch, Grilo, and Thurik 2007, 9). Such 

interventionism in the market for entrepreneurship has been dubbed “entrepreneurship policy” 

(Audretsch, Grilo, and Thurik 2007). 

 

Visions of the State 

Entrepreneurship policy is not the first context where the identification of potential market failures 

has motivated theoretical debate about the appropriate policy intervention. Similar arguments can 

be traced back nearly a century to Pigou’s (1932) work on externalities. The model of government 

                                                
1 In addition to these arguments, a new strand of literature has identified “behavioral” causes of entrepreneurial failure 
(Baron 2007). Entrepreneurs might be characterized by a variety of cognitive and psychological biases. Founders and 
crediters alike might be too optimistic about a business venture (Astebro et al. 2014), resulting in a “winner’s curse” 
scenario (Thaler 1992). On the other hand, credit suppliers might be irrationally risk-averse and thus decline financing 
potentially productive enterprises. These “behavioral” arguments are beyond the scope of the present exercise, but an 
incorporation of rationality assumptions would be a fruitful extension of this work. 
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as a mechanism to “correct” such market failures quickly emerged as a predominant perspective 

in mainstream economic theory (Samuelson 1954). 

 However, an alternative perspective emerged in response to the mainstream approach. 

Nobel laureate James Buchanan (1949) articulated this theoretical divide in “The Pure Theory of 

Government Finance: A Suggested Approach” (henceforth, “Pure Theory”). Buchanan stresses 

that economic theories of public finance necessarily require a theory of the state (whether implicit 

or explicit), entailing an ontology of the governing entity and its actions. He then raises an 

important critique of the standard approach to theorizing about the government’s correction of 

market failures by contrasting two theories of the state: the “organismic” view and the 

“individualistic” view. 

 In the organismic view, the state is the relevant unit of analysis for policy intervention. It 

is modeled as a centralized, “fiscal brain,” replete with the ability to identify and aggregate the 

demands the citizens and to account for the requisite inputs to meet those demands. In this theory 

of the state, the government is modeled as a single, homogenous entity that performs an 

optimization calculation to maximize a well-defined social welfare function. Thus, the resolution 

of market failures—internalizing externalities, providing public goods, etc.—amounts to a 

problem of measurement and calculation based on established and available information. The 

fiscal brain identifies the optimum where social welfare is maximized and then taxes and 

redistributes so as to remove the mathematical distance between reality and that optimum 

(Buchanan 1949). 

 The alternative is what Buchanan terms the individualistic view. Here, the individual is the 

key unit of analysis. Thus, the state cannot be said to “choose” or “act” independent of the 

individuals who constitute society: “the government represents only the collective will of 
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individuals and cannot be considered the originator of action in an abstract sense” (Buchanan 1949, 

505). Nor can a notion of the state engaging in a computation to maximize a pre-defined “social 

welfare function” persist in this view. Since the state lacks any objective that exists independent 

of the goals of the individual members of the collective, the social welfare function construct itself 

becomes invalid. Instead, the state’s “activities”—taxation and expenditure outcomes—are an 

emergent result of collective action. The requisite information regarding citizen utility does not 

pre-exist, but rather emerges through the process of interaction and genuine choice (Buchanan 

1964, 1982). 

The individualistic view outlined the contours of the public choice tradition, an approach 

to the economic analysis of politics that would treat politics fundamentally as a process of 

exchange (Buchanan 1979; Wagner 2017). Indeed, in many respects, “Pure Theory” epitomized a 

debate amongst the Pigouvian “public interest” perspective and the Buchanan-Tullock “public 

choice” perspective that would persist for decades to come (Buchanan and Musgrave 1999).2  

Importantly, in drawing attention to the theoretical foundations of these two analytical 

visions, Buchanan laid the groundwork for similar inquiry in other contexts. In the seven decades 

since “Pure Theory,” it has become clear that public finance is not the only field of economics 

wherein the organismic view serves as the dominant theoretical foundation. For example, Coyne 

offers a similar analysis in the context of the economics of national defense, critically evaluating 

the typical analysis of the state as a “defense brain” optimally providing security and military 

goods and services (Coyne 2015). Coyne questions the often-implicit assumptions of modern 

scholarship pertaining to the ability of the state to optimally provide national defense, which is 

                                                
2 Note that we refer to the positive aspect of this scholarly debate rather than a normative perspective based on 
competing ethical positions. The debate focuses on the logical implications of alternative theoretical assumptions, 
leaving the desirability of the resulting outcomes as distinct from the predictions of the outcomes themselves—and 
typically beyond the scope of the analysis. We follow this positive approach in the present exercise. 
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modeled as a “public good” undersupplied (or, in the limit, completely un-supplied) by markets. 

Following Buchanan, he also sketches out a vision of an individualistic view as applied to the 

state-led provision of defense-related goods and services. 

We contend that there is an analogous analytical divide in the context of entrepreneurship 

policy. As described above, the proliferation of government programs to foster entrepreneurship 

is backed by the two-pronged rationale that: 1) entrepreneurship is vital to job creation and 

economic development, and 2) entrepreneurship is undersupplied due to an amalgam of market 

failures. However, in order to be complete, the rationale requires a third prong: that government 

policy is capable of correcting these market failures. This aspect of the entrepreneurship policy 

debate has been relatively lacking due to the limited attention devoted to the theoretical vision of 

the state in this particular context. We attempt to rectify this issue in the next section. 

 

A Taxonomy for Entrepreneurship Policy 

In order to illuminate the theories of the state implicit in the entrepreneurship policy literature, it 

is necessary to draw attention to variation in assumptions about the state that impact policy 

intervention outcomes. One way to distinguish between alternative approaches is to contrast their 

treatment of the dual problems of incentives and knowledge (Boettke and Leeson 2004; 

Pennington 2010). A focus on the implications of knowledge and incentive assumptions is the crux 

of the “robust political economy” framework for applied policy research (Leeson and Subrick 

2006), which has been fruitfully applied to the analysis of interventions in diverse areas such as 

financial (Salter 2016), development (Beaulier and Subrick 2006), and social policy (Lucas 

2017b).  
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 Table 1 details our taxonomy of assumptions about knowledge and incentives regarding 

entrepreneurship policymaking. For simplicity, our taxonomy allows knowledge and incentive 

assumptions to each fall into one of two categories. The state may have access to “perfect” or 

“imperfect” knowledge. Knowledge relates to the requisite information about the demands of 

citizenry and the value of prospective entrepreneurial ventures. Perfect knowledge is objective and 

exists prior to the intervention. Note that perfect information need not be completely given, as both 

information costs and risk still constrain decision makers. Yet, perfect knowledge can in principle 

be acquired and acted upon to inform interventions. Imperfect knowledge, in contrast, is tacit, 

dispersed, and unable to be aggregated ex ante (Hayek 1945). Incentive assumptions characterize 

the entrepreneurship policymaker as either “benevolent” or “self-interested.” Benevolence is 

assumed when the state’s stated end is taken to be other-regarding (e.g., by solving a market failure 

for the sake of society’s welfare). Self-interest is assumed when incentives facing the 

policymaker(s) in the model are accounted for which may result in a divergence of interests 

between the policymaker and social welfare. 

 

Table 1: Knowledge and Incentive Assumptions of Entrepreneurship Policy 
 

  
Incentive Assumptions 

  Benevolence Self-interest 

Knowledge 
Assumptions 

Perfect  The Standard view The Gridlock view 

Imperfect The Additive view The Individualistic view 
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The “Standard” View: Perfect Knowledge and Benevolence 

The approach to entrepreneurship policy most prevalent in the literature is the Standard view, 

captured in the upper-left quadrant. Closely akin to the organismic view of public finance 

described by Buchanan (1949), the Standard view imbues the state with the requisite knowledge 

to correct failures resulting from the imperfect knowledge of market participants. Here, the starting 

premise is that market participants are incapable of overcoming information asymmetries. Political 

actors, by contrast, are assumed to possess the relevant knowledge that their private counterparts 

lack. Thus, the Standard view imposes an asymmetry regarding the knowledge possessed by 

market and political actors; however, exactly how politicians acquire superior knowledge is 

typically assumed rather than explicated. Furthermore, the state is assumed to be benevolent (i.e. 

by maximizing the social welfare function of which it has perfect knowledge), in that little attention 

is paid to the risk that the state will deviate from the public interest. Much like its organismic 

counterpart in public finance, the “fiscal brain,” the Standard view accords with the notion of the 

state as “entrepreneurship brain.” 

At first blush, calling this view “Standard” may appear to establish a strawman: it seems 

unlikely that any scholar, much less most scholarship in this literature, would explicitly ascribe to 

these assumptions. However, consider a few quotes from the entrepreneurship policy literature. 

Following a discussion of market failures stemming from the positive externalities generated in 

knowledge production, Gilbert and coauthors conclude that, “…when knowledge is the source of 

competitiveness in emerging markets, policy shifts towards enabling the startup and growth of new 

enterprises, or what can be termed entrepreneurship policy,” (Gilbert, Audretsch, and McDougall 

2004). In such a view, policy “shifts” when it is desirable for it to do so. The state can identify a 
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shifting market trend and subsequent market shortcoming, and then step in to fill this gap via 

entrepreneurship policy. The natural conclusion is that entrepreneurship policy is “one of the most 

essential instruments” for economic growth, just as monetary and fiscal policy “were the mainstays 

for creating employment and growth in the post-war economy” (ibid., 321).  

Audretsch et al. present a similar argument:  

Even if entrepreneurship is conceivably linked to enhanced economic performance 
this is no automatic economic justification for public policy intervention. The 
economic rationale for public intervention relies on the existence of distortions and 
market failures. In particular, the presence of externalities is an important element 
leading to market failures in the context of entrepreneurship … Other compelling 
cases for public intervention in the field of entrepreneurship stem from potential 
market failures resulting from the existence of three types of externalities: network 
externalities, knowledge externalities, and learning externalities” (Audretsch, 
Grilo, and Thurik 2007, 7–8).  

In a classic paper on the economics of science, Partha and David comment that, “…there 

exists a systematic ‘market failure’ which, in the absence of remedial actions, would result in 

societal ‘underinvestment’ in science,” and that, “…the foregoing ‘market failure’ argument has 

stood as the central economic rationale for the public funding of science for the last 30 years,” 

(Partha and David 1994, 490–91). To that end, Martin and Scott contend that, “Limited 

appropriability, financial market failure, external benefits to the production of knowledge, and 

other factors suggest that strict reliance on a market system will result in underinvestment in 

innovation, relative to the socially desirable level. This creates a prima facie case in favor of public 

intervention to promote innovative activity” (2000, 438, emphasis added). 

Our purpose here is not to reiterate the catalogue of entrepreneurship market failures 

described earlier but rather to demonstrate a more subtle, yet crucial, point: the Standard view 

treats market failures—whether documented or asserted—as a necessary and sufficient condition 

for corrective activity by the state. Although it seems unlikely that many scholars would argue that 
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the Standard view assumptions hold in the real world, the policy conclusions generated by models 

that follow this view are in fact contingent on these implicit assumptions.  

 

The “Additive” View: Imperfect Knowledge and Benevolence 

Another possible theoretical vision is one where a benevolent state faces certain limitations on 

knowledge. For instance, it is not uncommon to find scholars acknowledging that governments 

cannot “pick winners.” This sentiment captures the idea that public officials lack at least one aspect 

of knowledge: that which would enable them to select profitable versus unprofitable firms ex ante.  

In this view, the failure of government entrepreneurship policy stems primarily from a 

relaxation of the perfect information constraint. Like market participants, public actors are 

incapable of foreseeing future market conditions perfectly and thus can only allocate imperfectly, 

just like private actors. Such a view would seem to begin to call certain forms of entrepreneurship 

policy into question. For instance, it is unclear how asymmetric information in the credit market 

can be optimally rectified under conditions of imperfect knowledge.  

The Additive view places information constraints as the fundamental challenge to effective 

entrepreneurship policy (Holtz-Eakin 2000). However, this view still leaves room for “better” 

policy as a rationale for entrepreneurship policy persistence and reform. This is due to an assumed 

asymmetry among political and market participants: while market actors are self-interested, 

political actors as ultimately interested in correcting those failures. Lerner proposes that, “Only by 

designing a program that reflects an understanding of, and a willingness to listen to, the 

entrepreneurial process can government efforts be effective,” (Lerner, 2013, 61).  

Here, there appears to be some semblance of recognition that relevant knowledge is only 

accessible through the entrepreneurial market process, but there also is a strong sense that 
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“governments” are eager to “listen” to that process. Even if knowledge is not available ex ante, 

policymakers are modeled as being able and willing to evaluate policies on a cost-benefit basis ex 

post and adjust accordingly: “the monitoring and evaluation of entrepreneurship and SME policies 

is extremely important not only to identify whether the programme [sic] represents a cost-effective 

use of public funds but also to foster policy learning and institutional capacity improvements 

regarding the better design of future programmes [sic]” (McCann and Ortega-Argilés 2016, 546). 

Certain arguments appear to account for both knowledge and incentive limitations, but 

ultimately gloss over one or both. Lerner, for instance, identifies both an “inability to pick winners” 

and “regulatory capture,” the idea that “private- and public-sector entities will organize to capture 

direct and indirect subsidies that the public sector hands out,” as grounds for caution (Lerner, 2013, 

66-67). He also documents examples of government-backed entrepreneurship programs failing for 

one or both the reasons he discusses. It seems that Lerner appreciates that the incentives of political 

actors may be inconsistent with societal wealth creation.  

However, the remainder of the analysis casts doubt on this conclusion. For example, Lerner 

continues the case in favor of entrepreneurship policy, arguing that such programs simply “must 

de designed thoughtfully” (68). While it is important to “worry about incentives,” his solution 

appears to be to “create incentives that resemble those in privately supported start-ups” (69). In 

this way, Lerner seemingly attributes incentive shortcomings to day-to-day actors but not to a 

higher level within the policymaking apparatus: a benevolent decision maker (or expert) higher up 

the political hierarchy must be able to improve policy design to mitigate the self-interest of those 

actors “on the ground.”  

Accordingly, after noting the possibility of incentive problems, he continues to affirm 

government policy as an important input into the “growth and dynamism” yielded by 
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“entrepreneurial companies” (70). To that end, he “suggests a few policy levers consistent with 

achieving that objective” (70, emphasis added). This immediately raises questions such as: who 

will be pulling these “policy levers,” which involve the granting of subsidies (71–72)? Are the 

public actors transferring these funds or the private actors receiving them immune to the incentives 

which subsidies (both the process of transfer and the subsidies themselves) create? Ultimately, a 

model of a fundamentally benevolent state yields this position and the related tensions. 

 

 

The “Gridlock” View: Perfect Knowledge and Self-Interest 

Another possible perspective is that the state can, in principle, identify value-creating activity 

without the market feedback of profit and loss (thereby satisfying the knowledge assumption), but 

that opportunism of some kind prevents the realization of this ideal. This perspective, the Gridlock 

view, comes in two broad varieties.  

The first (and more “economic”) variety takes seriously the public choice incentive 

problems inherent in both legislative and bureaucratic bodies but fails to acknowledge that public 

actors do not possess the requisite knowledge to design and implement policy. In principle, 

government can identify the most profitable investments, but opportunism by political actors 

scuttles the otherwise value-enhancing activity which government could spur. For example, 

elected officials may thwart value-creation by supplying funds to recipients who will be crucial 

stakeholders in an upcoming election. In this scenario, policymakers could implement successful 

entrepreneurship policy but instead choose actions resulting in a departure from that ideal. 

The second, related, variety of the Gridlock view also abstracts from the knowledge 

problem faced by public actors, but attributes the shortcomings of entrepreneurship policy to an 
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absence of “political will.” If the state fails to correct the market’s undersupply of 

entrepreneurship, the analyst attributes this shortcoming to an unwillingness to intervene 

sufficiently. According to this view, political actors need to more faithfully “do their jobs,” 

including correcting failures in the market for entrepreneurship. Policies depart from the expected 

predictions of the Standard view due to their form and implementation—e.g., because the 

individuals in the policy process have their own interests and priorities, leading to lackluster 

performance (Arshed, Carter, and Mason 2014). 

 

The Individualistic View: Imperfect Knowledge and Self-Interest 

The final treatment of knowledge and incentives is the Individualistic view. Individual state actors 

are explicitly recognized and are modeled as facing more realistic limitations of both knowledge 

and incentives. Specifically, government officials are treated as pursuing a host of disparate goals 

that need not necessarily align with the public interest, and knowledge is treated as being imperfect 

in critical ways that limit predictable intervention. 

In taking a “politics-as-exchange” perspective, the Individualistic view recognizes that 

government officials may trade resources at their disposal in exchange for political support which 

increases the likelihood of achieving their various, self-interested goals (Wagner 2016). A firm 

which has received capital from a public source may earn economic losses, just like a privately-

funded firm. Under this institutional arrangement, though, the party allocating funds (the state) 

lacks residual claimancy. The state actor need not declare bankruptcy and may even expect 

continued appropriations from the relevant legislative body. Consequently, the policymaker lacks 

the incentive to avoid losses resulting from squandering scarce factors of production. This 

incentive may manifest in the public actor selecting projects based on some self-serving criterion 
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that differs from the criterion that the institutional context of the market selects for: economic 

value creation. For example, an elected official may select projects to subsidize based on which is 

likely to garner the greatest number of votes in his congressional district, rather than those which 

will create the most value (Tullock 2006).  

Similarly, bureaucratic officials face an incentive to expand the scale and scope of their 

bureau’s activity in anticipation of receiving additional appropriations from the legislative bodies 

responsible for allocating funds (Niskanen 1968; Tullock 1997). Thus, regardless of whether 

elected or unelected officials are disbursing funds, the incentive is to exceed the point where only 

profitable recipients are selected (assuming such ventures could be identified). Unprofitable 

ventures may not create wealth for society, but they are valuable to political actors for the votes 

and political support that subsidy recipients can supply.   

The Individualistic view also recognizes that the existence of public venture capital alters 

the incentives of the potential funding recipients themselves. Whereas the Standard view sees the 

state as harnessing perfect information to bestow funds on the worthiest recipients who are 

themselves merely passive beneficiaries of the state’s largesse, the Individualistic view 

investigates how the opportunity to acquire state funds changes the behavior of would-be 

entrepreneurs. After all, in order for a politician to engage in exchange via redistributive policy 

intervention, there must be another party to the exchange. The logic of regulatory capture 

illuminates this possibility (Laffont and Tirole 1991; Stigler 1971).  

That market participants, just like their public counterparts, may attempt to behave 

opportunistically has been accepted wisdom in economics for hundreds of years. As Adam Smith 

famously observed, “People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and 

diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to 
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raise prices,” (Smith, 1776, Book I, Chapter 10). Obtaining public venture capital depends, at least 

in part, on successful navigation of the political system. Awareness that political actors may be 

looking to exchange money for votes means that learning to curry political connections becomes, 

on the margin, a more valuable skill than it is when pursuing private venture capital. What follows 

is difficult to distinguish from the more standard case of subsidization: full rent dissipation 

(Tullock 1967).  

To examine the flip-side of the “knowledge and incentives” coin, now assume that the 

forgoing incentive problems are surmountable. Even under such generous assumptions, 

government actors face a yet more intractable problem: the problem of dispersed, incomplete 

knowledge. The entrepreneurship policymaker must be able to answer the question, “which 

projects create value for society and which destroy it?” before intervening. In the Individualistic 

view, neither market participants nor public officials possess perfect information prior to making 

an investment decision and subjecting that conjecture to the market test. Not only is government 

unable to “pick winners” ex ante—neither is the entrepreneur.  

The difference, then, between the two sets of actors lies in the institutional context in which 

they make resource allocation decisions. A cursory understanding of this problem might seem to 

suggest that both private and public actors have access to the feedback which stems from profit 

and loss. After all, a firm which has received capital from a public source will still post either 

profits or losses. A closer inspection, however, reveals that the profit-and-loss signals which public 

officials receive differ qualitatively from those received by private sector counterparts.  

While projects financed by public venture capital will indeed generate either profits or 

losses, this signal is ineffective at providing accurate feedback because the firm’s initial investment 

funds come from tax monies which are extracted coercively. To see the problem, suppose that a 
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publicly-financed firm generates accounting profits after a year of operation. This merely indicates 

that monetary receipts exceeded the public outlay that was used to finance the firm’s creation. 

From an economic standpoint, however, the crucial question is: what is the opportunity cost of the 

resources devoted to the creation of this new firm?  

It is impossible to know the answer to this question, because no other entrepreneurs are 

bidding for their use in competitive markets. In a private market context entrepreneurs would have 

competed for the use of those funds, which would have been voluntarily allocated based on the 

best judgment of capitalist-entrepreneurs. The costs that the entrepreneur faces are reflections of 

what other entrepreneurs are bidding, and thus capture the opportunity cost of devoting them to 

the line of production in question.  

Furthermore, even the allocation of tax-generated resources among venture capitalists is 

subject to nonmarket allocation. Even when they place resources “in the hands of market actors,” 

entrepreneurship policies still redirect resources to specific industries and specific investors over 

others—ultimately, a nonmarket allocation of financial and physical capital. Not only might these 

funds have been allocated to other economic activity that is now unobserved—the government 

also must try to “pick winners” among venture capital firms. Thus, a publicly-funded firm which 

posts profits is not an indication of value-creation in the same manner as a privately-funded firm 

posting profits. 

The Individualistic view highlights further disadvantages of the Standard view that run 

deeper than previously alluded. Not only does the Standard view assume that all relevant 

knowledge is perfect and hence aggregable ex ante, but it also assumes that such knowledge even 

exists independent of entrepreneurial activity. This is the critical assumption undergirding the idea 

that there is a social welfare function that the state is capable of maximizing. A view which takes 
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seriously the idea of imperfect and dispersed information, by contrast, holds that the market 

process is fundamentally one of discovery, meaning that information doesn’t exist absent the open-

ended process through which it emerges (Hayek 1978; Buchanan 1964, 1982; Kirzner 1985).  

Perfect competition depicts a world of perfect knowledge in which all competitive 

activity—in the rivalrous sense of the word—has ceased and in which all relevant variables have 

been discovered (Buchanan 1964; Hayek 1978).3 In the real world, entrepreneurs are ceaselessly 

searching for the least-cost methods of production, innovating new processes and products, and 

creating new advertising campaigns to supplant their competitors. This necessarily trial-and-error 

approach depends on the feedback received from profit-and-loss to evaluate the results of their 

prior judgments. In this way, the competitive actions of sellers are the very source of the knowledge 

that the state as entrepreneurship brain is assumed to aggregate. But the entrepreneurship brain 

view presupposes the pre-existence of this knowledge independent of the competitive discovery 

process that produces it. The Standard view assumes that the knowledge generated by such 

experimentation is already known and accessible to the state, which then optimizes accordingly. 

But the Individualistic view emphasizes that such learnings are only accessible through the 

entrepreneurial process itself: the very study of economic activity requires an emphasis on the 

emergence of knowledge—and, in turn, coordination—through institutionally-contingent 

exchange (Buchanan 1964). 

Koppl (2008) builds on this insight. Drawing on the mathematics of computability 

economics, Koppl shows that the knowledge problem facing policymakers who would try to outdo 

the results of the market process is more than just a limitation on human cognition (Koppl 2008). 

Entrepreneurship policymakers run into the problem of undecidability: they are attempting to solve 

                                                
3 The cost curves of the textbook perfect competition model are “given,” but the essence of entrepreneurship is 
experimentation which eventually leads to discovery of the most profitable production methods.  
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a problem that is incomputable, because the future outcomes do not yet exist. Koppl’s analysis 

highlights that the knowledge required by the entrepreneurship policymaker to optimize social 

outcomes is assumed to be “given”—but that very knowledge only emerges through the 

entrepreneurial market process as it unfolds. 

 

Risk, Uncertainty, and Entrepreneurship Policy 

The Individualistic view diverges from other visions of entrepreneurship policy in its unique 

treatment of knowledge and incentives, but there is yet another fundamental difference that 

distinguishes the Individualistic view from the alternatives: the incorporation of uncertainty. As 

Knight emphasized, there is a fundamental distinction between risk, in which the probabilities of 

a known, full set of future outcomes are quantifiable, and uncertainty, in which the full set of 

outcomes are unknown (Knight 1921). Risk is illustrated by someone casting a perfectly weighted 

die. A die roller has perfect information about the probability that she will roll a three, though she 

does not know whether she will roll a three on any given try. Uncertainty means that the future 

contains “unknown unknowns” which no amount of ex ante searching can illuminate.  

Ironically, however, many conceptions of entrepreneurship policy ignore Knightian 

uncertainty altogether.  One consequence of conceiving of the state as deus ex machina is to 

assume that the state faces risk rather than uncertainty. The standard view precludes uncertainty 

and by reducing entrepreneurial decision-making to maximization in the face of a known 

probability distribution function. There is no need for judgment—superior foresight of future 

market conditions—when optimality conditions are obtained from an objective statistical function. 

Taken to its logical conclusion, on this view, the state’s task is simply to optimize its portfolio of 
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entrepreneurial projects.4 Even where risk makes losses a real possibility, policymakers can 

presumably account for this through diversification with the standard tools of portfolio theory. 

Consider the treatment of risk by Mazzucato, who advocates for the state to have a 

comprehensive, leading role for in innovation through intervention (Mazzucato 2016, 2015).5 She 

also seemingly embraces the Standard view and departs from the self-interested assumption of the 

Individualistic view, lamenting that “One impact of public choice theory has been to undermine 

faith in the positive power of public institutions” (141). Given the implicit agreement with the 

Standard view of the state as a single, coherent entity with “positive power,” it is little surprise that 

Mazzucato conceives of the entrepreneurship market problem as being that private actors 

systematically refuse to undertake projects of a certain risk profile (Mazzucato 2015, 2016). The 

state, on the other hand, can back these same projects. What emerges naturally from the 

Individualistic view as “bugs” of entrepreneurship policy intervention—soft budget constraints 

and the absence of residual claimancy—Mazzucato’s framework treats as “features.” These are 

precisely the institutional realities that permit the state to undertake risky projects which the private 

market eschews. Residual claimants will not shoulder an appropriate level of risk when the 

downside is large; states, on the other hand, can shift that risk to taxpayers.  

In referencing large-scale projects spearheaded by the state, such as placing a man on the 

moon and the development of the internet, Mazzucato comments that “Crucially, the public side 

of such partnerships was not limited to incentivizing, facilitating, or de-risking the private sector. 

Rather it required that (public) risks be taken through choosing a particular direction of change” 

                                                
4 Similarly, the idealized firm of the perfectly competitive model faces little more than an elementary problem of 
calculus (Foss and Klein 2005). 
5 Mazzucato argues that the state should adopt a “market-making,” rather than a merely “market-fixing” role in the 
entrepreneurship market.  
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(Mazzucato, 2016, 141).6 She recognizes that some projects, like the internet, “win” while other 

projects, like the attempted commercialization of the Concorde airplane, fail (Mazzucato 2016, 

141). Yet, a mixture of failure and success is unavoidable and expected since the state is 

maximizing across a portfolio of projects. Mazzucato argues that, ideally, “public organizations” 

will “treat their investments as portfolios, able to make some return on the upside to cover the 

downside, as well as the next round of investments” (149). She comments, “…any venture 

capitalist will admit that for every winning investment (such as Tesla) there are many losses (such 

as Solyndra),” (152).7 

Mazzucato’s attempt to analogize from the “risk” faced by private venture capitalists to the 

“risk” faced by public venture capitalists fails to incorporate the true nature of the private 

capitalists’ investment: an act of uncertainty-bearing investment (Mises 1949). In both contexts, 

the investors face an uncertain future that is inherently unquantifiable in terms of risk. Thus, 

uncertainty ultimately implies that “optimal investment,” either by private or public actors, is ex 

ante, impossible. This is because even if one grants the admittedly unrealistic benevolence 

assumption, it is impossible to know the value of inputs relative to alternatives unless certain 

institutional prerequisites are satisfied (Douhan and Henrekson 2010; Lucas and Fuller 2017). Due 

to the inherently redistributive nature of entrepreneurship policy, the opportunity cost of public 

funding for new ventures is unobservable—making a “value-added” framework analytically 

dubious.  

If public officials are just like private actors, facing imperfect information and conditions 

of uncertainty, it raises the question about what feedback they use to guide their behavior. Private 

                                                
6 Mazzucato does reference “uncertainty,” but seemingly uses the term interchangeably with risk. Following Knight 
(1921), we distinguish between the two concepts.  
7 While it is possible that Tesla may eventually be a “winner,” this seems non-obvious as of this writing. 
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actors use profit and loss signals. But without profit and loss signals that are derivative of genuine 

market prices, what serves as a measure of value creation in the public realm? Empirically, the 

tendency seems to be to rely on metrics which imperfectly proxy outputs of entrepreneurial activity 

(Lucas 2017a). Possible output measures include the number of new firms or jobs created or 

increased performance of subsidized firms.8 Subsidies for “innovation”—like most academic 

research on innovation—may benchmark value-creation by using R&D expenditures or patent 

activity. 

Relying on these proxies for measuring value creation is problematic for two related 

reasons. First, measuring the quantity of output (or worse, of input) is not equivalent to capturing 

the value of output. New Deal-era make-work projects created tens of thousands of jobs which 

destroyed economic value (Higgs 1987).9 Furthermore, such measures of entrepreneurial output 

entirely neglect alternative lines of production toward which the inputs could be applied. If a 

government confiscated the entirety of its citizens’ resources to construct a giant pyramid, an 

output measure like GDP would increase, but the citizens would be unambiguously impoverished 

because the pyramid’s productive inputs contribute more value in alternative lines of production 

(Coyne 2013).10  

It should be relatively uncontroversial to contend that if the state devotes additional 

resources to “X” that more of “X” will be produced.11 Such an observation misses the basic 

economic point that value can be destroyed by such activity (Skarbek and Leeson 2009; Coyne 

2015). While it is relatively trivial to acknowledge this point with the relatively “crude” example 

                                                
8 Indeed, perhaps the default conception of entrepreneurship as “occupation” rather than “function” stems from a 
desire to have a measure of the contributions of entrepreneurship policy (Klein 2008). 
9 Perhaps the most notable example from the New Deal was one team of workers digging a ditch, only to have a second 
team fill the ditch the following day. 
10 Coyne makes this point in the context of foreign aid and centrally-planned development attempts (Coyne 2013). 
11 One might object that the problems of bureaucracy are so insurmountable that state actors are incapable of even 
organizing to achieve the modest goal of additional output, even output that fails the market’s profit and loss test.  
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of a government-funded pyramid project, the implications are no less true for projects that seem, 

on their face, to confer value on society. What has been crowded out by the allocation of resources 

to these projects? 

 

Evidence in Support of the Individualistic View 

A review of some empirical cases affirms the limitations of “entrepreneurship policy” to achieve 

its own stated goals. Evidence of successful attempts to encourage entrepreneurship via direct 

public intervention is limited; evidence of abject failure, on the other hand, is overwhelming 

(Lerner 2009). The cases considered below, while by no means exhaustive, illustrate the kinds of 

unintended outcomes that have been observed. The cases are only illustrative, but they highlight a 

relatively broad variety of real-world results for which the Standard view provides little 

explanatory power. By contrast, the observed outcomes are readily comprehensible through the 

Individualistic view. 

Munari and Toschi investigate the impact of public venture capital programs in the United 

Kingdom over a period of almost two decades (Munari and Toschi 2015). They find that these 

programs were limited in their effectiveness, especially when compared to their private 

counterparts over the same time-period. Cumming et al. find similar results when comparing 

government-sponsored venture capital programs to independent ones in seven European countries 

(Cumming, Grilli, and Murtinu 2017). 

Lerner provides a comprehensive overview of the outcomes of a wide array of 

entrepreneurship policies (Lerner 2009). He notes that entrepreneurship policies seem to suffer 

from three major design flaws. They tend to be badly timed, their supply of credit to entrepreneurs 

tends to be either too small or too large, and they lack flexibility. For example, the knowledge 
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externality argument would suggest that funds would ideally be directed towards the earliest stages 

of development, which is to say, those stages that are both harder to assess and tend to have lower 

success rates. Instead, there seems to be a tendency toward funding late stage developments. One 

proposed explanation for this is that those in charge of allocating funds are bound by “profit 

requirements” and in attempting to meet those requirements, select entrepreneurs whose plan 

appear most likely to succeed (Lerner 2009, 118). In other words, there is a disconnect between 

the stated goal of supplying credit to underfunded ventures and the means of doing so (i.e., 

imposing on bureaucrats a return benchmark, or “output target”). 

One extreme case of political considerations playing a major role in the administration of 

entrepreneurship policy comes from Quebec. In the 1990s, Canada introduced the Labor Funding 

Program (LFP), which, among other things, created funds to be allocated to local businesses. The 

parliament of Quebec assigned the power to allocate these funds to the local labor unions who then 

“turned to cronies or fast buck operators rather than experienced investors” (Lerner 2009, 119). 

Unsurprisingly, the Canadian experiment resulted in undesirable outcomes, including crowding 

out and an overall weakening of the venture capital sector (Cumming and MacIntosh 2006). 

The Individualistic view also highlights the incentives of market entrepreneurs who seek 

redistribution through entrepreneurship policy.12 Because the profits of such firms are distorted, 

their incentives are not obviously consistent with either the correction of market failures or the 

creation of additional value. For instance, because it is common for tech firms to be unprofitable 

for long periods of time, subsidized firms need not attribute losses to suboptimal performance; 

furthermore, bureaucrats lack the same incentives of private investors to reallocate funding from 

such firms (Lerner 2009, 119). Recent research from Sweden suggests that the lowest productivity 

                                                
12 For one illustration, see the discussion by Coyne and Moberg of rent-seeking in the context of state-targeted benefits 
to encourage entrepreneurship (Coyne and Moberg 2015). 
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firms tend to allocate more resources to obtaining public grants and subsidies, thereby increasing 

the probability of receiving them (Gustafsson, Tingvall, and Halvarsson 2017). 

In a study whose framework is consistent with the Individualistic view, Gustafsson and 

colleagues (2016) draw on the robust political economy framework in their evaluation of 

innovation subsidies to Swedish firms. Finding no long-term effects on recipient performance, the 

authors interpret their results in light of information and incentive limitations (Gustafsson et al. 

2016). This important application suggests the explanatory power of the framework; our hope is 

that our careful elaboration of this perspective can offer a foundation for additional applied work 

in this vein. 

Despite these experiences from a variety of international contexts, the U.S. federal 

government has recently made its foray into public, sector-sponsored venture capital initiatives 

with the State Small Business Credit Initiative (SSBCI). Introduced in 2010, the SSBCI was the 

result of a partnership between the federal government and the states to provide access to venture 

capital to newly established or struggling small businesses.13 The Initiative is organized along four 

main strategies: 1) the “funds” strategy, which allocates resources to private financial firms, 

selected by the states, who are entrusted with the supply of these funds to local entrepreneurs; 2) 

the State-Supported Entities (SSEs) strategy, which leaves the management of funds in the hands 

of state-selected nonprofits; 3) the State strategy, which assigns the management of the public 

venture capital directly to state public agencies; and finally 4) the Co-Investment strategy, which 

relies on an automatic process of fund allocation on the basis of a set of requirements. 

In its first five years, the venture capital side of the initiative transferred a total of $448 

million dollars to about 1,300 businesses. Since the SSBCI has only operated for a short period of 

                                                
13 The Initiative also introduced a policy to facilitate credit access for small business in general. Because not aimed at 
spurring new entrepreneurial energy in the US economy, we ignore this feature in our discussion. 
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time, data about the effectiveness of the program in terms of wealth and profits generated are 

unavailable. According to the program evaluation released by the Department of the Treasury in 

2016, however, the initiative resulted in the creation of a total of 11,170 new jobs over its first five 

years (Department of the Treasury 2016). This is just above 2,000 jobs per year, with an average 

of $38,290 being spent to create each job. Note that while rigorous scholarly evaluation of the 

program has yet to be undertaken, such dubious standards for success fit with the expectation of 

the Individualistic view: lacking the ability to identify opportunity costs, policymakers place an 

emphasis on observed outputs: “jobs created,” “dollars invested,” “businesses funded,” etc. 

Its short life notwithstanding, the initiative has also been investigated for the 

mismanagement of funds. In 2017, in its audit of the Rhode Island’s branch of the initiative, the 

Department of the Treasury found that one of the two private companies that had been chosen to 

manage the resources allocated to the “funds” strategy, Betaspring Fund LLC, was responsible for 

the mismanagement of $2 million out of the $13 million. According to the audit report, Betaspring 

Fund LLC “misused” $803,644 from the SSBIC by allocating these funds to businesses without, 

at the same time, matching these from its own private funds, as required by the Initiative’s 

guidelines (Office of the Inspector General 2017c). The report also found that the State of Rhode 

Island had itself violated these guidelines by not seeking the Treasury’s approval before investing 

the $2 million in Betaspring. This was not an isolated case, as the only other private firm recipient 

of Rhode Island funds through the SSBCI had also been accused of mismanagement by the 

Treasury in 2014 (Office of the Inspector General 2014). Similar findings emerged in the 

evaluation of the Initiative in, among others, Arkansas, Kansas, New York, and Vermont (Office 

of the Inspector General 2012, 2017a, 2013, 2017b). 
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The Individualistic View and the Entrepreneurial Market Process 

Our analysis might also appear to back researchers into a cynical corner. We have acknowledged 

the predominant assertions of market failure while raising serious concerns with state-led solutions 

to resolve those failures. Does this mean that the only options regarding entrepreneurship are 

market failure or government failure? We contend that the answer to this question is “No.” In 

addition to reconceptualizing the state in the context of entrepreneurship policy, our framework 

also invites a reevaluation of how scholars model entrepreneurship in relation to market failures.  

Such a reconceptualization shifts focus from viewing entrepreneurship as solely being subject to 

market failure, to viewing as entrepreneurship as a solution to market failures.  

As is evident from our earlier discussion, representative accounts of entrepreneurship-

related market failure tend to fall into the neoclassical, “comparative statics” approach to studying 

markets. This framework has long been critiqued for its omission of the very object of inquiry in 

the entrepreneurship policy debate: the entrepreneur (Kirzner 1973). That is, entrepreneurship is 

absent in the very model used to identify entrepreneur-related market failures. Introducing 

entrepreneurship into the model of markets offers an alternative which illuminates how 

entrepreneurs might resolve the various tensions caused by market failures. This alternative model 

finds its grounding in the literature on “the entrepreneurial market process” (Kirzner 2002; Boettke 

2014). Such a view is fruitful for two reasons. 

First, it directly incorporates the entrepreneurial element—the element heralded as the 

source of innovative, value-creating action by scholars on all sides of the entrepreneurship policy 

debate—into its account of economic exchange. Second, it invites scholars to grapple with the 

realistic knowledge and incentive constraints facing both policymakers and market participants in 
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a comparative manner. After all, the Individualistic view is arguably most plausible and fruitful 

when applied symmetrically to all actors in the economic system. 

 There are several key features of the entrepreneurial market process that are relevant to 

understanding how entrepreneurs might resolve market failures. As residual claimants to their 

economic activity, entrepreneurs face strong institutional incentives to identify and correct 

“suboptimal” market conditions. Market process scholars have long emphasized that profit is the 

entrepreneur’s reward for bearing uncertainty in superior fashion to her rivals (Mises 1949; Kirzner 

1973; Foss and Klein 2012). Furthermore, in the context of markets, “superior” entrepreneurial 

action aligns individual and societal benefits. Entrepreneurs capture profits for themselves by 

appealing to consumer demands and, in so doing, facilitate the tendency toward market 

equilibration. In fact, this process is so effective that the neoclassical view assumes it has already 

occurred. However, in presupposing equilibrium—the result of entrepreneurial action—as the 

starting point, the neoclassical approach also limits the scope of inquiry into entrepreneurial 

solutions to suboptimal states of the world. When the competitive exchange process through which 

the market order emerges is assumed away (Buchanan 1964, 1982), the conditions of market 

failure become, ex ante,  intractable. 

By contrast, the Individualistic view positions dispersed knowledge and the lure of 

pecuniary profits as institutionally-contingent conditions that reward entrepreneurs capable of 

mitigating market failures. From this perspective market failures may be source of unrealized 

gains, but that very fact creates a profit opportunity to an entrepreneur to effectively address the 

failure. For example, the entrepreneur who discovers a means of overcoming asymmetric 

information in credit markets—even at the margin—stands to gain from the funding of additional 

profitable ventures. The entrepreneur who generates knowledge, learning, and network 
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externalities faces continued incentives to find innovative ways to reduce transactions costs, 

internalize benefits through property rights, and capture additional value—reducing the tendency 

for undersupply. 

 This is not to suggest that entrepreneurs are endowed with some heroic element in the 

Individualistic view, nor that their endeavors are strictly profitable and value-creating. Given the 

dispersed nature of knowledge and the presence of uncertainty, it is altogether expected and 

unsurprising that many entrepreneurs earn losses. The market process view does not predict that 

the entrepreneurial attenuation of market failures will be remotely perfect or costless. Yet, the very 

losses that are earned are themselves both knowledge generating and resource reallocating—

facilitating a “corrective” tendency away from value-destroying ideas. With “hard budget 

constraints” and residual claimancy, entrepreneurs who earn losses are not able to persist down a 

given course of action indefinitely. Thus, where markets tend to select value-creating projects and 

punish value-destroying projects from entrepreneurs, both privately or publicly funded, it is the 

private capitalist whose losses will better yield the tendency toward coordination. 

 Our suggested approach suggests that the institutional prerequisites of profit and loss, 

property rights, and prices help address the dual problems of knowledge and incentives such that 

market entrepreneurs may be better positioned than political actors to address entrepreneurship 

market failures. However, this kind of comparative starting point is largely absent from the 

literature, which tends to treat the decision as one of “entrepreneurship policy vs. market failure.” 

Adopting an Individualistic view invites scholars to consider the possibility that another alternative 

to entrepreneurship policy may be found in emergent, entrepreneurial action. Applied inquiry into 

this possibility through comparative analysis, case studies, or other such methods is a vitally 

important and understudied topic in this area. 
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Conclusion 

Wagner (2010) has recently drawn attention to a subtle point made by Joseph Schumpeter, one of 

the great entrepreneurship scholars of the 20th century. Schumpeter noted that economic analysis 

is always preceded by a “pre-analytic cognitive act… [a] Vision” of the object of inquiry 

(Schumpeter 1954, 41). In drawing attention to the prevailing visions of entrepreneurship policy 

and contrasting them with an alternative vision, the Individualistic view, we have attempted to 

make explicit the analytical choice among theoretical frameworks available to scholars studying 

the incredibly important topic of entrepreneurship policy.  

 Three implications emerge from our analysis. First, our evaluation of the Standard view of 

entrepreneurship policy suggests an inconsistency among means and ends that is deeper than is 

regularly acknowledged. While we agree with entrepreneurship policy interventionists that an 

“entrepreneurial society” is conducive to economic development, our framework suggests that 

targeted efforts to promote entrepreneurship may be inconsistent with that goal. Indeed, the 

Individualistic view raises critiques of entrepreneurship policy that hearken back to the same issues 

evident in the dubious industrial policy interventions of the 20th century. 

Second, and relatedly, our work suggests potential grounds for beneficial policy reform to 

enable entrepreneurship. While our framework suggests skepticism about the prospects of targeted 

entrepreneurship policy, it affirms the benefits of preserving the market institutions that enable 

entrepreneurial experimentation and discovery, such as predictable, stable property rights and 

undistorted market prices. Relatedly, by treating politics as exchange, our framework draws 

analytical attention to the special interests in government and markets that may organize to 

influence and distort entrepreneurship policy and hence divert resources from other entrepreneurs.  
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Third, our framework suggests an opportunity for economic educators to rethink the way 

they discuss entrepreneurship policy in the classroom. Recent research on economic education 

reveals that economics textbooks tend to discuss market failures and public goods provision largely 

in accordance with the standard view presented here (Eyzaguirre, Ferrarini, and O’Roark 2014; 

Coyne and Lucas 2016). And while the entrepreneur herself is startlingly neglected in such 

textbooks (Johansson 2004; Kent and Rushing 1999), the few times she appears are typically in 

relation to market failure—i.e., in her inability to overcome asymmetric information in the credit 

market (e.g., Mas-Collel, Whinston, and Green 1995, 475). The Individualistic view offers a 

framework for teachers to better understand the expected implications and outcomes of the 

increasingly relevant topic of entrepreneurship policy. 
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